realize us

AWAKENING
WE WITHIN ME
That everyone’s true nature may be realized.
We are here to support the awakening of
leaders and their organisations.

INNER WORK
An inward journey from person to presence

• At some point the development of leaders requires an in-depth transformation and shift in awareness.
• Everything in us wants to be recognised, felt and lived through; some parts are difficult to see and bring
into awareness on our own.
• Inner Work is designated to support leaders to overcome ‘stumbling blocks’ in this precious inward
journey.
• In a tailor-made program the leader is immersed in awareness helping him/her breakthrough persistent
patterns and create more space and flow. The immersion is facilitated two-on-one in a supportive
environment . Making use of transformational tools like process work, systemic work and possibly rituals.
• Where needed the (integration) process can be supported through coaching.

Immersion

THE PROCESS
Tailor-made

Intake

Preparation

Immersion

Integration
Coaching

Coaching

3 hours

24 hours

• The input during the intake is used to design a tailor-made program to support leaders in their inner and outer work.
• The Immersion takes place in a supportive environment close to nature.
Coaching is optional. Immersion is also offered as a stand-alone intervention.
Sometimes more preparation is needed and/or integration requires additional support.

SOME EXAMPLES
Inner work supports and/or prepares leaders
in and for their demanding roles.

BEING OF SERVICE
‘The process is still unfolding in me. You are true alchemists, intuitive and complementary. Thank you!’

STARTING POINT: • Leader is one of the candidates for a senior leadership position
• He wants to assess if that is what he wants; and for the right reasons?
• He intuitively senses there is something needed in his development to be able to serve in a new
role and remain balanced and authentic

PROCESS: • Intake (walk in nature)
• 24-hrs Immersion (following his inner knowing)

OUTCOME: • Fully committed to enter the selection process, yet unattached to the outcome
• Besides his manifesting and visionary qualities he further unlocked his ability to penetrate truth
• Centered, with more depth and inner peace

MATURE LEADERSHIP
‘To grow as a mother, human being and leader it was important for me to dare to speak out my vulnerability and inner voice. Wendy and Daan created
a safe setting for me to do exactly that. The process helped me grow. It feels safe and warm to develop yourself supported by two true professionals.’

STARTING POINT: • Leader received feedback that she made herself bigger than she was (which she did not
recognize at that time)
• Leader was in a process of getting clear on next step in her career

PROCESS: • Intake
• Coaching sessions (revealed deeper issue at hand)
• 3-hrs Immersion (healing process around need for recognition)
• Coaching sessions (supporting integration in work)

OUTCOME: • Taking her place as a leader
• Grown in maturity and authenticity
• Fulfilling her dream of being a female role model

RECALIBRATING
‘During this process of immersion, some clear answers and sense of direction unfolded. The symbol that arised helps me on a daily basis to
balance the drive for results with the soft undercurrent of the organization. Tn addition, it also helps me in balancing my constant drive and
engagement to deliver excellence at work while being present and happy in other key areas of my life. A great process, outcome and facilitation by
Daan and Wendy. I wish that every professional would get the opportunity to recalibrate every 5 years of their professional life!’

STARTING POINT: • Leader was in a process of finalizing an intense transformation within the organisation
that she was leading
• Leader wanted to recalibrate and regain trust in herself and in life

PROCESS: • Intake
• 3-hrs Immersion (re-finding my center)

OUTCOME: • Increased ability to balance the service to others versus self
• More confident to be able to keep balance in demanding situations
• Operating with more detachment and neutrality
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